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ABSTRACT

P_ An assessment of an area's wind resource a_d proper site selection are

9! critical to the successful utilization of Kind energy. This paper
i describes how the twelve recently published wind energy resource
_ " atlases for the United States and its territories can be used toi

evaluate various aspects of an areats wind resource. Interpretation of

information in the atlas on various geographic scales (regional, state

i. and station) and time scales (annual, seasonal and diurnal) is dis-
_.... cussed. In addition to techniques for extracting the magnitude of the

wind resource, methods are presented for estimatins the seasonal and

:/".-. diurnal variations of the wind resource for an area, the certainty with
i- which the resource has been estimated and the fraction of land area
L

F - with a given wind resource.
i

INTRODUCTION

i £

Wind energy resource atlases have been produced for 12 regions of the: £

i_ United States and its territories. The atlases depict various aspects

i- of the wind resource in graphic, tabular and narrative form. Major

i users of wind energy resource atlases include: local, state and fed-
!./
F.:.o eral agencies involved in energy planning, private power producers,

I? electric utilities and cooperatives, wind turbine manufacturers and

i- distributors, and energy organizations. The atlases are intended to
• meet the needs of these and a variety of other users. For ease in use

i.:" and interpretation, the atlases have been structured in a standard

i _.! format. Moreover, the atlases were produced using comparable data
i - sets, analysis techniques and presentations to ensure the comparability

of the wind resource assessments. For convenience, information on the

! wind resource is summarized at regional, state, and local scales;

1 however, the assessments are not intended to be site specific. Supple-
mental information, such as the degree of certainty in the resource

estimates and the land area represented by the assessment values, is
" provided to aid in the interpretation of the resource assessments.

_.." The wind energy resource assessments are based primarily on readilyb;

. available, summarized, near-surface wind data; upper-alr data contrl-.
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buted to the asees_ents in mountainous areas. The data used in the
assessments were obtained from various sources" the National Climatic

,:" Center (NCC), the U.S. Forest Service, universities, utilities, and
other 8overmnent and private organizations. The National Cl.imatic

' - Center offered the large._t collection of wind data [1]. Screening

"' procedures were applied to identify stations with the most useful data
and to eliminate stations that would not significantly contribute

.......: information on the resource.

-, For the purpose of estimating the geographical variation of the wind
._,:.. resource, wind energy flux was chosen over wind speed since the energy
_ flux incorporates in a single number the combined effect of the distri-

=. _ bution of wind speeds and the dependence of the energy flux on air
_,;i_': density and on the cube of the wind speed. For locations for which the

::= distribution of wind speeds was not available, the energy flux was
_,,_. estimated by assuming the speed distribution followed a Rayleigh dis-

_! tribution [2]. Qualitative indicators of the wind resource aided in

_- estimating the magnitude and extent of. the resource in some data-sparse
_:_ areas. These indicators included the identification of certain combl-

T._o.:;. nations of topographical and meteorological features [3], areas con-

___d_i.: talnlng eolian landforms [4], and areas with flagged trees [5].

"_.". The analysis of the wind energy is shown on maps usln8 wind power

°:",- classes. Each wind power class represents a range of wind energy

_i':. fluxes (or wind power densities) likely to be encountered. Table 1
'J gives the wind power classes used in the regional atlases for the 10-m

and 50-m reference levels. A 1/7 power law for mean wind speed and 3/7

!_i,ii power law for mean wind energy flux relates the 50_n estimates to the

_:i.," lO-4n estimates.

--_'ii_ TABLE 1. CLASSES OF WIND POWER DENSITY AT 10 m AND 50 m (a)

10m (33ft) 50 m (164ft)

Wind Wind Power Wind Power

"__ Power Density, Speed,(b) Density, Speed,(b)
°': Class watts/m 2 m/s (mph) watts/m 2 m/s (mph)

.... 0 0 0 0--

_ _ 1
-_: 2 100 4.4 (9.8) 200-- 5.6 (12.5)
?.-.._ 3 150-- 5.1 (11.5) 300-- 6.4 (14.3)

200-- 5.6 (12.5) 400 7.0 (15.7)

o _ 5 250-- 6.0 (13.4) 500 7.5 (16.8)
3OO-- 6.4 (14.3) 6OO 8.O (17.9)_':.Y' 6
400 7.0 (15.7) 800 --8.8 (19.7)

o .: 7 '1000--9.4 (21.1) 2000--11.9 (26.6)

..... (a)Vertical extrapolation of wind speed based on the 1/7 power law.
: (b)Mean wind speed is based on Rayleigh speed distribution of

equivalent mean wind power density. Wind speed is for standard sea-
--_.._ level conditions. To maintain the same power density, speed increases

_f.: 5%15000 ft (3%11000 m)of elevation.
3/o
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The analyses of the wind energy resource apply Co terrain features that

are well exposed to the wind, such as plains, tablelands, hilltops, i
ridge crests and mountain summits. In wooded or urban areas, the i
assessment values represent large clearings that are relatively free of

obstructions to the wind (e.g., grass, no trees o_ buildings in imme-
diate vicinity). Local terrain features may interact with the wind-
field to cause the wind energy to vary considerably over short dis-

tances, especially in coastal, hilly, and mountainous areas. Thus,
: there may be local areas of higher or lower wind energy than can be

shown on the maps. Maps depicting the degree of certainty of the
resource estimates are included and should be used in combination with

the resource maps.

Because the wind energy estimate generally applies to well-exposed
locations, the fraction of the land area represented by the wind power
class depends on the physical characteristics of the land-surface form.
For example, on a flat open plain close to 100% of the area will have a

"_ similar wind power class, while in hilly and mountainous terrain the

wind power class will only apply to tb_t small proportion of the land
area that is well exposed. Areal distribution maps show the percentage=,

of land area with or exceeding a given wind power class.

The objectives of this paper are to demonstrate the use of the regional

atlases to determine six aspects of the wind resource: 1) the magnl-

rude of the wind resource; 2) the certainty of the resource estimate;
3) the fraction of land area that the resource estimate represents;

4) the seasonal variation of the resource; 5) the diurnal variation of

the resource; and 6) the prevailing wind direction(s) of the wind

• resource. The primary intent of this exercise is to provide the user
with a better understanding of how to interpret and use the information

in the atlases for estimating various aspects of the wind resource in

: his geographic area of interest.

Assessment Area Selected

For demonstrating the use of the resource atlases, an area roughly

i00 miles by i00 miles in size has been selected. The area has a wide

diversity of land-surface forms, ranging from open plains to high

mountains, and a wide range in wind resource estimates and in degrees

of certainty of the estimates. Across the nation, numerous types of

areas exist, ranging from flat, smooth plalns with a falrly uniform

wind resource over a large area to mountainous and coastal regions

where the resource can vary dramatically over short distances (1 to
;. 5 km). However, this area was chosen as a prime example to demonstrate

the interpretation and use of the resource atlases in a variety of
scenarios.

Estimating the M_nltude of Annual Wind Resource

Figure 1 shows the estimated annual average wind resource at exposed

locations in the assessment area. The numbers on the figure refer to

the wind power classes given in Table I. The assessment area is
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:, FIGURE i. ANNUAL AVERAGE WIND RESOURCE. NUMBERS REPRESENT CLASSES OF
', WIND POWER, WITH "i" THE LOWEST AND "7" THE HIGHEST.

i: divided into grid cells; each grid cell is 1/4 ° latitude by 1/3 ° lonsi-

ii. rude, which in this case is roughly 17 miles on a side. In the atlases,
the grid cells are 1/4 ° latitude by 1/3 ° longitude in the conterminous

:- United States, 1/2 ° latitude by 1° longitude in Alaska, and 1/8 ° lati-

tude by 1/8 ° longitude in Hawaii and Puerto Rico. The east-west dlmen-

) sions of the grid cells vary in size with latitude. The primary
purpose of the grids is to aid in locating the area of interest and for

_._, ease in switching from one map to another; they are not intended for

!ii , precise positioning.

!"i: A topographic map should be used to determine the relative exposure of

the area of interest. Is the area in a lowland or river valley, on a

tableland, plateau, or hilltop, or on an open plain with little local

!-:-:\ relief? A large-scale topographic map, such as a 1:250,000 scale,
'* should be used to determine the relative exposure with respect to ma_or

"" terrain features. In producing the wind resource assessments, sec-

t' tional aeronautical charts, 1:500,000 scale, were valuable in evalu- '

" ating general exposure of locations from which data were commonly

';; available. Small-scale topographic maps, such as 15-min maps (1:24,000)

can be u3ed to determine local exposure with respect to small-scale

L/ I[., features (e.g., bluffs, small hills, etc.).

! The analysis _hows that class 4 wind power is estimated fo: exposed

i ' areas over most of the region in Figure i, with areas of class i, 5,

'_-: and 6 wind power in the northern portion. What exposed fes+ures do

the map values represent? Figure 2 is a land-surface form maps which

shows the general character of the terrain [6]• Table 2 gives the

_,_'- exposed feature represented by the map value for a variety of land-
surface forms. As shown in Figure 2, the region of interest is pri-

_'_' marily composed of plains with hills, high hills, and low mountains,

::i and two areas of high mountains. The class 5 and 6 areas on the wind

resource map in Figure 1 are shaded, which means that the estimates are

for exposed ridge crests and mountain summits. Referring back to the

,/
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_.".'_'i,. FIGURE 2. LAND-SURFACE FORM

.%:7 TABLE 2. LAND-SURFACE FORM TERRAIN FF_TURES

•' REPRESENTATIVE OF EXPOSED LOCATIONS

; "_,i_i' Land-Surface Form Exposed Feature (Map Value) Percentage Area(a)

..._:_. Plains: A1; B1,2 Plains 93

..... Plains With Hills: A, B3a,b Open Plains 79

' _" Plai_ With Mountains: B4-6a,b Plains (not shaded)(b) 67

._,_;.:ii Ridge Crests and Mountain Summits

. ._i:. (shaded) 10

•,/.._ Tablelands: B3-6c,d Tablelands, uplands 80

_ Open Hills: C2-4 Hilltops and Uplands 27

.,: Open Mountains: C5-6 Broad Valleys (not shaded} 80

..i.i,i.". Ridge Crests and Mountain Summits
(shaded) 12

_..
o _ Hills: D3-4 Hilltops and Uplands 9

". Mountains,' D5-6 Ridge Crests and Mountain Summits
'_."" (shaded) 3

(a)Percentage represents an average over the land-surface fo_ms found in the region.
(bgShaded areas on the wind map_, emphasize thai map values are estimates lur ridge crests and

. mountain summit locations.

,_.j,o"
:-.--,
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land_nurfaco for_ map, wn find that Chaan clan_ 5 and 6 a_oa$ are
Renernlly high mountaln, with vertlca! relief of 900 to 1500 m (3000 to
5000 ft). Valleys and canyon_ in thane a_oan w_ll 8onornlly have
com_Idorabl.y1owo_ wind ronourc_i o.R., only clnnn I or 2 powo_.

Over the remalnd_r of the wind _onou_co map_ _ho ela_ I through 4
oa_lmateo moot3y repronent exposed plains (see F_Bure 2 and Table 2).
Hill_ and low mountalnn arc _eaCtered th_ouBhouC po_tlons nf tho
plaints, a_ indicated by the land-surface form map. However, those
smaller-scale terrain £eaturea are not shown on the wind rosourco map.
Hilltops and ridge crcsto within the plains arcs may have at least one
or two classes higher wind power than chaC of the plains, Conversely,
locations that are in small depressions or are shielded by local ter-
rain features (e.g., hills, mesas, low mountains) will have lower wind
power than that indicated by the map values.

As an example of how local terrain effects the wind resource, consider
stations A and B in Figure 3, These are two stations with long-term
(5 yr or more) digitized hourly or 3-hourly wind data, Both are
located in plains areas that are estimated to have the same wind
resource (class 4). Table 3 lists the 10-m annual average wind speed
and power computed from the hourly data for the two stations,
Station A has considerably higher wind power than Station B. Station A
has about the same wind resource (class 4-5) as that indicated by the
wind resource map, whereas Station B has a lower wind resource
(class 2-3). Why is one station represented by the wind power class
given in Figure 1 and not the other station, even though both stations
are supposedly in the plains? Consulting the station descriptions
given in the wind energy resource atlas and identlfyin_ the station
locations on topographic maps, one finds that Station A is better
exposed to the prevailing strong winds than Station B. Station A is
located on a plateau that is well-exposed to the wind. Station B,
however_ is located in a shallow baslnwith hills and ridges
lO to 15 km away in nearly all directions. Westerly winds (which are
the prevailing strong winds in that region) at Station B appear to be
diminished by hills and ridges which are about 300 co 400 m (i000 Co
1200 ft) higher than the station. Thus_ Station A appears representa-
tive of the wind resource at well-exposed sites in the open plalns,
whereas Station B is not so well exposed. Nevertheless, the wind
resource information for Station B was still used in qualitatively
estimating the wind resource at exposed areas near Station B, assuming
that a well-exposed site should have about i to 2 classes greater wind
power than Station B. Of coursem tllecertainty of the resource at
exposed areas is greater near Station A than near Station B. The
following section discusses how to use and interpret the certainty
rating maps.

Ccrtalnty RatjnE,of the Wind Resource

The dt,gree of certainty with which the wind power class at exposed
sites can be specified depends on three factors: i) the abundance and
quality of wind data; 2) the complexity of the terrain; and 3) the
geographical variability of the resource.

. . 146
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X
......... I................... !....................... _" FIRE W|Al'fl|lll DATA

_ l

..... f,i .........1........._......................
0

A B

FIIIURE 3. S'rA'rIONSUSED IN ASSESSMENT AREA

TAIH,E 3. ANNUAl, AVERAGE NIND SPEED AND PONER AT T_O STATIONS IN AREA

I0 m Speed I0 m Power Power (a)

.St a lieu " .....(m/.s_) .... (N/re")_ __Clayy ....

A 6. I 242 4-5

B 5.3 167 2-3

(a) Power class determined from 10 m power + 25 N/m :_

in the atlases, a certainty rating from I (low) to 4 (high) of wind

energy resource estimate is given for each grid cell. Cert__Inty

ratings are shown In Figure 4 for the area of interest. The assignment
of a certainty rating, as defined in Table 4, requires the sub_eetlve

evaluatlon of the factors itwotved. In Figure 4, the certainty ratings

of the resource estimates range from l (low) to 4 (high). A certainty

of I has been assigned to that region where the wind resource estimates

change Item class 4 to class i and no data uxists at exposed sites.

The only cells with a high certainty of the wind resource estimate are
near Slat ion A, where data from this well-exposed site can be confi-

• dent ly applied it1 estimate the resource In nearby areas because of the
low complexity of the terratn and low variability of tim resource.
Other cclh_ in which stations exist have been assigned a certainty of 2

or 3. ,qome of the stations may have limited data (e.g., unsummarized,

dayt lineonly, _flmrt period of record_ etc.) which can only b_, used as
an indicator of tile wind rt,_otnrce. Other stattom_, such as Station B,

m_y 11ot be repr_,e_ent'_ttve of a wt, ll-exposed s:lte_ but serve as a qnall-
tat ivc .[ndic:ltor {or estimating the rc,_onrct, at exposed art,aSo The
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ridge crest and mountain summit resource estimates (the shaded areas in
Figure i) were assigned a certainty rating of 2, because upper air data

i were used to approximate the resource in these areas.

Each state chapter in the resource atlases contains a description of
the certainty rating maps and usually includes interpretations on the

iI, certainty rating assigned. Because the certainty rating required the
_:: subjective evaluation of the interaction of the factors involved, there

_I may be some variation among the different regional atlases in the
ii_ evaluation of the various factors and in the certainty ratings assigned.

i_ For these certainty ratings not always match along state
reasons, may

ii_ or regional borders.

!_: The wind resource maps should always be used in combination with the
_ certainty rating maps. In areas of high certainty, one should not

i i imply that the resource is known and that no further information or

i_ data is required. The assessments are not site specific. Moreover,
i:'_ assumptions on the representativeness and exposure of a station's data

!_ may, in some cases, bias the estimates. Influences of local obstruc-

_ii tions, such as trees, buildings, and terrain, are usually unknown. In
some cases, apparently well-exposed stations with long-termdata (e.g.,

i i_ i0 to 30 yr) have been found to show questionable trends, such as ,
_: increasing or decreasing mean wind speeds over a long period of time.

i j_. This is not to say that measurements at the prospective site are always
i!:: needed to improve the certainty of the resource. What's important is

__ to understand the particular set(s) of data and information that were

i= used in estimating the resource in the area of interest and to under-
;ii_ stand the meteorology of the area. Over regions of extreme variability

i- in the resource, an almost infinite number of measurement stations may

_ be needed to fully characterize the resource over the area; whereas
! i!
,_ over flat regions of uniform resource, few, if any, additional measure-
,/

_:, ment stations may be needed, provided the data used are actually repre-

0 ,iii sentative in the first place.

i '!

!',_ Estimating the Areal Distribution of the Resource
.,r
_._

i-,.I Because the wind power class values shown on the maps apply only to
"•4

_I areas well exposed to the wind, the map area does not indicate the true
_I land area experiencing this power. The fraction of the land area

i represented by the wind power class depends on the physical charae-
,._ teristlcs of the land-surface form. For example, on a flat open plain

_i! close to 100% of the area will have a similar wind power class, while

_ in hilly and mountainous areas the wind power class will only apply to

ii a small proportion of the area that is well exposed. For each land-

:"_ surface form, the fraction of land area that would be representative of

:.'i exposed locations has been estimated (see Table 2 for averages in
various land-surface forms). Furthermore, to be able to establish a

wind power class for the remaining area, it was also necessary to

determine a factor by which the wind power was reduced in the less

exposed areas or increased in better exposed areas (e.g., isolated
hills and ridges that rise above a plain may experience a higher wind

_ _ power class than the map indicates). To adjust the wind energy flux
: from the map value to the various exposure categories, the energy flux
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: ORIGINALPAQ_|_
' QUALITY!-.,,-,,. OFPOOR

o

_. was scaled to be I) greater thanp 2) equal top 3) slightly less than,

' ;_ and 4) much less than the map value. Greater detail on these scaling '

. :. and partitioning procedures are given in the wind energy resource
,. atlases.

IL;:
In the regional atlases, a representation of the areal distribution is

• _ given in a map that indicates the percentage land area in a cell over

:. which the wind power class equals or exceeds a threshold value. Four
--,: _: maps are shown in the chapters on the state wind resources for thresh-

....I,'_ old values of classes 2, 3D 4, and 5. These maps refer only to the

_!"_:"_ annual average resource.

: _fy For the area of interest, Figure 5 shows the estlmated percent land
:/'f?',_. area in each cell with or exceeding power class 4. Over much of the

:_;'i_!:_' B3b erea (plains with hills - see Figure 2), 80% of the land area is

,_--_;,.:,_.. estimated to have wind power class 4 or higher. However, only 2% of

:':-" the land area is estimated to have class 4 or higher power in the

_*. mountainous regions indicatin 8 class 5 and 6 wind resource in Figure i.:-_;_.:_.
,_-,.- If a cell contained two or more land-surface forms, then the land-

!.:.',"p surface form which occupied most of the cell to which the map value
:_-,,',". pertained was generally chosen. The areal distribution derived from

_=_:'::0._, the wind power and land-surface form maps must be considered only an
........,. approx_natlon. The quantity and quality of wind data and topographic

_/::, information required to make a highly accurate appraisal of the areal

__?i'. distribution of the wind resource are far beyond the scope of these
_+'_"_ assessments.

CLASS 4!;:/iii
.:,.̂ .

-.._Y.'u/

'"2"2'c Y "°_°

, :Lc" . . : : :

!5:0 o ig
::_ il0_8 BO ..:80i80!80_
'- '%;

' ' ieOi80!6Si6S_ :'68i80 • .'

i68i80i80180!65
• !68180180i80i65!65!

....... _...,.;._, ..J

, FIGURE 5. AREAL DISTRIBUTION OF RESOURCE. NUMBERS REPRESENT PERCENTi _ LAND AREA WITH OR EXCEEDING WIND POWERCLASS 4.
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l_t.imatin__ tile Seasonal Variation of the Resource

tn each state chapter of tile regional atlases, maps of tile average wind
power class are preseul ,,d for eadl season: winter (December, January,

i' February); spring (garcii, _'_pril, May); summer (June, July, August); and
:.: autumn (September, October, November). For tile area of interest, the

four seasonal maps are shown ill Figure O. Oil these alaps, the northern
_, basin shows little seasonal variation (class i and 2 throughout the
i.: year), whereas tilewind resource over most of tileplains varies from

class 6 in winter to only class 2 in summer. This exemplifies the fact(

., that seasonal variation can vary over short distances. Local varia-

tions in tilewind resource (of a scale too small to be shown on these

i maps) .re often greater in winter than other seasons, as a result of

: more s_able atmospheric conditions. Moreover, the 1/7 power law (3/7
for energy flux) may not be as applicable to vertically adjusting the

seasonal average wind resource estimates as it is to tile annual average
resource. However, the 1/7 power law was used nationwide for the 1

:' adjusting seasonal average resource estimates because of tile lack of ]i sufficient information on tilegeographical and seasonal variation of

tilewind profile with height at exposed sites. Thus, tile certainty I
ratings of tileseasonal average resource estimates (which have not been i

determined in these regional assessments) are expected to be lower, in ]

i general, than the certainty ratings of the annual average wind resource. 1

Moreover, the distribution of the certainty ratings may change season- 1
ally as the distribution of tilewind resource estlm_tes change, e.g.,
as tile spatial variability of tile resource over an area increases, the i

,: certainty of tile resource in that area usually decreases. I

To evaluate seasonal trends more directly for a particular area or
cell, one could plot tilewind power class values for each season and

connect tilepoints. For adjusting the seasonal estimates to better or

less exposed areas than that typically represented by tilemap value,
one should keep in mind that tilevariations in resource with terrain

height and local terrain Influences are usually greater during tile
colder (more stable) months. As an example here, the difference in the

wind resource between Station A (well exposed) and Station B (in a

shallow basin) Is greater In the winter than in tile spring. Station Ais

winter and spring average wind energy fluxes are 36b W/m ? (class b) and i
244 W/re" (class 4-5), respectively, while Station B's are 235 W/m:

(class 4-5) and lq8 W/m:" (class 3-4), respectively. Thus, tile ratio of

the winter to spring wind energy flux is 1.50 at Statlou A and 1.19 at
Station B, which Indlcates that tile seasonal trends of tilewind resource

vary locally as terrain and exposure conditions vary. Thls effect 18

highly pronounced between ridge crests and valley bottoms, which may
have opposite seasonal trends tn wind resource.

in the regional atlases, graphs of monthly average wind power and speed
for selected stations with d:lgltlzed hourly or 3-hourly data are pre-
sented. Caution should be used In the Interprutat:lon and application
of these graphs. Stations with less than 5 yr of observations may not
show rt, l,Lable monthl.y or seasonal trends. Also, slat 10118 In complex
tel'rdiu may not repl'eseul, tilt, lllOllthly/sedsollal tFeilds In lie,,rby dl'eaS.
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""- FIGURE 6. SEASONAL AVERAGE WI_D RESOURCE

+ _

,,; Estimating the Diurnal Variation of the Resource

The diurnal variation of the wind resource at a site typically changes

_ with season and height above ground. Influences of terrain and water

" bodies cause the diurnal winds to vary locally. Examples of thls are

_- drslnage winds and sea breezes. Although no maps of the diurnal wind
_- resource are presented in the regional atlases, graphs of the diurnal
! _ variation of wind speeds by season are shown for selected stations in
,<" each state chapter. Again. caution should be used in applying these

diurnal characteristics to nearby areas, especlally in hilly, moun-

._. tainous, and coastal areas. Maximum wind speeds on ridge crests and
" mountain summits are frequently at night, whereas valley, basins, and
+, open plains typically have afternoon maximum winds.

m
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_ Figure 7 shows the diurnal variation of wind speeds at Stations A and B.
No attempt was made to adjust these data to l0 m or 50 m because of
uncertainties in the height variations of the mean wind throughout the

+_? day in each season. Typically, the wind shear is considerably greater
i during night and early morning hours than during the afternoon and
t early evening hours. At Station A, the diurnal variation is largest in

_"_.. the summer and the smallest in the winter. Since Station A is in a

.'" well-exposed location on an open plain, nearby areas with similar expo-

:+,. sure can be expected to have similar diurnal variations. At Station B,

.!. which is in a shallow basin surrounded by hills and ridges, afternoon

-_;i_:.i' mean wind speeds in the spring exceed those in the winter. The diurnal

":ii:t+i variation of wind speed at exposed hilltops and rldge crests near
_, Station B may be considerably different than that at Station B. These
_ examples demonstrate the importance of knowing a station's exposure
:):.

°+:i (with respect to local terrain, water bodies, etc.) and the meteorology

_."i. of the area before attempting to apply the diurnal characteristics to

_ _; nearby areas.
-: :?.,

._.i? -- WINTER .....SPRING ORDINATE - M/S
•;_i :

._'i_. -- -- SUMMER .... AUTUMN ABSCISSA - HOUR
_::!2

o-,,

.......1ii" i ......................'......"+

'_; e " : '" : ' " " e • ! +_
i: 4 "_ .....+...... ;"--,_..... i , .+..... +........*......, 4 _'". ,'"' .... "" "' ..... ':"--'_.

++, "+ ' ' + " _ .... t ..... + + t .... _ ..... t ' + " _ .... ' + I + ', ..... '_ ...... + ..... ' . " ' " " '_ .... _ + ' '1

:++' 0 i + ; ,'" + , , 0 + ,+:++:. _ + i i , , ,
,)? 0 :I e e i_ i_ Ii IJ 14 o :l I) e i_ iI_ _ _ i+

o++.,+._

+": Station A Station B

[. FIGURE 7. DIURNAL VARIATION OF WIND SPEEDS BY
1 SEASON AT TWO STATIONS IN AREA

i° _

[ Estimating the Prevailing Wlnd Dlrections of the Resource
J

°_'+ In siting wind turbines, a very important consideration is the prevail-

; Ing direction(s) of the strong power-produclng winds. The prevailing

:"' or most frequent wind direction may not be the direction with the

i!t highest percentage of wind energy. Thus, standard wind roses which
=+ only show the frequency of wlnd direction are not very useful. In the

regional atlases, graphs for selected stations show the percentage Of
tlme that the observed wind direction was from each of 16-point compass
sectors and the average speed of all observations in each sector. The

coincidence of peaks in the two curves indicates that the highest wind

speeds occur from the prevailing directions. Again, caution should be
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used in applying these data to other sites_ because nearby terrain and
obstructions strongly influence the wind directions. Some of the

directional data presented may not be reliable or representative because
of the anemometer location.

Figure 8 shows the directional frequency and average speed for

.: Stations A and B. At Station A, the most frequent p_evailing strong
winds are from the west-southwest and west. Because Station A is a

well-exposed site on an open plain with no apparent terrain obstruc-

: tions nearby, the directional data should be applicable to nearby areas

: with similar exposure. At Station B, the prevailing strong winds are

_ also from the west-southwest; althoush moderately strong winds from
the east-northeast occur, they are much less frequent than those from

the west-southwest. Because of Station B's locatlonp there may be some

;." local terrain influences on the wind direction. However_ these are not

!_ readily apparent from the graphs and topographic maps of Station B.

.., ----- PERCENT FREQUENCY LEFT ORDiNATE - PERCENT
......... WIND SPEED RICHT ORDINATE - M/S

ABSCISSA - WIND DIRECTION

_'",'" '_"',"'t"._-'"l'"...'r'-v'.':" i'..T...f'.T.l,- _ ................

,.i...""'i'=ii''_'.,,....I_,'........_,'"_.........'..."...._.':.:_t_"_'' "=]...,.. .+,.."___.'"_fii!ii==.:.:.=:+....,.._.....,.,...,...,...,.,r"
'- / : t,l, t =__,,.._/i I / i i i I I i ; i ii! i ! i/"1i;...."'"__"'it ,d.: t t-T . ,. z t m4..i...l.._,..-;...i..-.-'..; 4..' ; : _ " ii .-., :_' i i i'I 14 " !.."r'"_.'i._,"_'':';'_'±'+':':'I'.

t ! • , . i

_._i.._. : .._. =-t:ff!rt-,..,i!-_H-._+= i....! __-_._-r__" r,.: : • . I@ -I- t "t.'_"'_'.'_"_"""'i'

: _i!!N_ i__!_i"" "o ......_,,...... o--.__ _ o
• N NI | il_ It _ II Nll II NIC • _ 8 _ _ Nil

Station A Station B ;

_ FIGURE 8. DIRECTIONAL FREQUENCY AND AVERAGE SPEED
AT TWO STATIONS IN AREA

Considering the directional frequency and speed data from both

• Statlonls A and B and other stations in the region, it appears that the

i----., areas with the highest wind energy potential are those well exposed to

westerly winds. Ridges that are perpendicular to these westerly winds

may have considerably higher wind energy flux than exposed flat areas.

CONCLUSION

Described above are some of the ways in which information in the

regional wind energy resource atlases can be put to use to evaluate

various aspects of an areals wind resource. One key point which we
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:_
have tried to emphasize in this paper is the importance of properly
interpreting the wind resource maps and other information in the atlases.

: The wind resource maps alone are not adequate for an evaluation of an
_ ereats wind resource. The user should be aware of those areas where

'i the resource estimates serve as only rough indicators (low certainty

: ratings). Additionally, the user should be aware that the map assess-
ment values only refer to the fraction of land area in each land-

" surface form that is considered to be well exposed to the wind. We

i::; recommend that these various components of the resource assessment be
considered together for a more thorough investigation of an areals wind

i_ . resource. Use of grid cells on most of themaps in the atlas should

_' make it easy for the user to locate his area and transfer the informa-

!:¢ tlon conveniently from one map to the other. Any comments or su8-

i _!,i! gestlons on the idformatlon given in the wind resource atlases and the

_-:_ presentation of this information would be kindly appreciated by the
...... author.

i'!_'. _
!_ :" •
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